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This manual was designed to help with the set up and configuration 
of our web calendar application. 

fter  setting up the information for the 30 day trial you will be taken directly 
to your event calendar that is based on our default calendar.  Simply click the 
Administration button and login with the Administrator user name and 
password. 

 

 

FIGURE 1.1 this is the default calendar. 
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Calendar Administration 
Calendar Administration is broken into 4 sections:  Calendar 
Configuration, Event Maintenance, User Links and Help. 

Calendar Configuration 
Simply select either Calendar Format Maintenance or 
Calendar Background Maintenance. 

Event Maintenance 
Simply select either Maintain Calendar Events or Review 
Calendar Event Requests. 

User Links 
Simply select either Calendar Application or Change 
Password. 

Help 
Simply select FAQ. 

Calendar Configuration 
 

Calendar Configuration is the most vital area of our calendar 
application.  From the Calendar Maintenance window you 
have the ability to set all of the controls for how your calendar 
is going to look and what features you are or are not going to 
allow.  We have broken this into 6 areas:  Basic Configuration, 
Features, Color Scheme, Font Controls, Logo Uploads and 
Background Image Uploads. 

 

Basic Configuration 
This area allows you to select the calendar type, simply select the drop down menu and 
select the calendar that you require.  Currently there is two calendar choices:  Event 
Calendar or Staff Calendar. 

Event Calendar 
This calendar is accessible by anyone on the Internet no user login or password are 
required.  Key Features: 
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§ Allows the visitor to browse the calendar and view event details. 

§ Visitors may request an event to be added to the calendar (requests 
are not displayed on the Calendar) 

§ The calendar can be administered from anywhere. 

§ Event requests may be accepted as is, modified or deleted at the 
administrators’ discretion. 

§ Event details link may be easily emailed to a friend complete with all 
of the event details. 

Staff Calendar  (user login and password are required) 
This calendar is intended to be used by organizations that have staff working at different 
branches, from home or on the road.  The staff calendar provides staff with a quick and 
easy method of finding out where an employee is tomorrow and for the employee’s to let 
everyone know that he/she will be visiting customers for a specified period of time and 
how to get in touch with them or who to contact in there absence.   

Many organizations require a centralized yet simple schedule where corporate events can 
be posted and checked by staff where ever they happen to be.  This calendar could 
contain; meeting details, social events, milestones, boardroom bookings, scheduled 
downtime, special order deadlines or what ever is appropriate for your circumstances. 

Calendar Description 
This field allows you to provide a short description for your calendar, try to keep it brief 
one to three words. 

Calendar Title 
This field is for the title that will be displayed on the top center of your calendar.  You 
can change the font, font size and font color, this information is under Font Controls. 

Default Event Template 
Use this field to include standard default events such as Christmas, Easter, etc.    

Currently there is only one default template to choose from (std1) and is complete with 
the standard statutory holidays. 

If you have multiple calendars for your organization, you can enter the 'appid' of your 
main calendar here to have those events appear on all your other calendars. 

Let TechSys know if you would like a variation of the 'std1' template for your 
requirements. 

Return to URL 
This is were you enter your website address and when the home button is selected on the 
calendar it will take the user back to the web address that you entered. 
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Email Link From Calendar 
In this field you enter the email address for the individual or department that you want 
any requests or correspondence to go to.  This would normally be the calendar 
administrator. 

Event Cell Text Length 
This is used to determine how many characters long the event cell will be prior to 
wrapping the text to the next line.  This field is set to 18 by default. 

Max Events Per Cell 
This option determines how many events to display in the per 'day' cell on the main 
calendar.  By changing this field i.e. set it to 5, if there are 6 events it would display more 
in this cell on the calendar, by clicking on more a window would come up listing all of the 
events.  This field is set to 0 by default and will display all events listed. 

Features 
This area sets the behaviour of the calendar, how it is going to look and what functions 
users are going to be able to do. 

Tiny Calendars 
This is a yes or no option, by selecting yes two tiny calendars will appear at the top of 
your main calendar, one displaying the prior month and the other displaying the month 
after the main calendar.  If no is selected than only the main calendar is displayed.  This 
feature is set to yes by default. 

Add Request From Calendar 
This feature allows a calendar user to add an event for a chosen day. 

The event will be added to the calendar immediately after posting (unless the request 
feature is turned on). 

If the request feature is turned on, the requested event is kept separate until approved or 
deleted. If the 'show requests' feature is enabled, the requested event will show up in the 
calendar prefixed with a 'R-'. 

This feature is set to yes by default. 

Show Request On Calendar 
If you have the 'Review event' feature on, this field will allow the display of 'unapproved' 
events to be displayed on the calendar (prefixed with a 'R-'). 

This would normally only be used in a closed event environment (for staff or where login 
is required). 

This feature is set to no by default. 
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Email Event Option 
This is a yes or no option. If yes is selected your viewers will have the option to email an 
event to another individual.  By allowing calendar users this ability it can increase the turn 
out to your events. 

This field is set to yes by default. 

Login Required 
This is a yes or no option. If yes is selected a user name and password are required in 
order for your calendar to be viewed. 

This field is set to no by default. 

Display Logo 
This is a yes or no option. If you select yes your logo will be displayed above the calendar 
title. You will also have to upload your logo or any desired graphic that you want 
displayed.  This field is set to yes by default. 

Review Event 
This feature works in conjunction with the 'Add/request event from calendar' feature. If 
this feature is used, the description in the day cell changes from Add to Request. 
(Requests need to be approved before being visible on the calendar). 

This field is set to yes by default. 

Request Notification 
This is used in conjunction with the ‘Review event’ option.  When used, any event 
request will generate an email message to the calendar administrators email address. 

This field is set to no by default. 

Email Subscriptions 
This feature allows calendar users to subscribe to the calendar. 

When a new event is entered or changed, a 'notify subscribers' flag may be set (on the 
event record) allowing automatic email messages of the events to be sent to all 
subscribers. 

Group Reference 
The Group reference code is used to logically link several calendars together. 

This is used when you have multiple event calendars or wish to 'join' your calendar with 
someone else's calendar. 

Color Scheme 
This area of the calendar maintenance is used to set the colors for your calendar.  How 
the table borders, cell borders, background colors, link colors are going to look. 
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Note   

To change any of the color schemes simply select the color choices to the 
right of the cell and select a color from the list.  The colors that we have 
selected are what we call browser friendly.  If the colors that we have listed 
do not appeal to you then simply enter a RGB or Hex value in this cell. 

Link Color 
This will determine the color of the hyper links for the events on the calendar. 

Trim Color 
This feature allows you to change the color that is displayed in the tiny calendars were the 
month is displayed and on the large calendar for the days of the week row and the last 
row were the email and other buttons are displayed at the bottom of the calendar. 

Background Color 
This feature allows you to change the background color for your calendars.  This can be 
used along with images. 

Cell Background Color 
This feature allows you to change the color of the cells in the main body of the tiny 
calendars and the large calendar. Do not select a color if you are using background 
images. 

Cell Border Color 
This feature allows you to change the color of the borders for the tiny calendar and the 
large calendar. 

Font Controls 
This area of the calendar maintenance menu is were you will select the font type, size and 
color for your calendar. 

Title Font Name 
This controls the font name that displays your calendar title. 

Title Font Size 
This controls the font size that will be used to display the calendar title. 

Title Font Color 
This is the color that will be used for the font title.  We have provided all the color codes 
that you will need, select the color that you want to use and select post.  Go to the 
calendar and view your changes. 

Main Font Name 
This controls the main font that is used for the entire calendar, be sure not to make it to 
large. 
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Main Font Size 
This controls the main font size; remember not to make it to large. 

Main Font Color 
This controls the main font color most of the calendar applications use black because we 
are using background images. 

Day Name Font 
This controls the font type that will be used for the day of the week on the calendar. 

Day Name Font Size 
This controls the font size for the day of the week on the calendar. 

Day Name Font Color 
This is the font color for the day of the week.  Select a color from the list provided and 
then select post.  Again do be careful if you are displaying background images.  Once you 
have selected your font, post the changes and view your calendar.  

Day Number Font 
This font displays the main numbers on the calendar. 

Day Number Font Size 
This determines the size of numbers for the main calendar. 

Date Display Font 
This font is for the dates in the drop down box below the calendar title. 

Date Display Font Size 
This will change the font size for the dates in the drop down box below the calendar title. 

Date Display Font Color 
This will determine the color of the links on the calendar. 

Event Font 
This font displays the events that will be seen on the calendar. 

Event Font Size 
This controls the font size for the events that will be displayed on the calendar. 

Logo Uploads 
Before uploading a logo you must update any changes that you have made in the calendar 
maintenance. 

Simply click the browse button to find your image on your pc or network, once you have 
found your image press upload and then view your calendar. 
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Background Image Uploads 
This is one of the coolest features for our calendar giving the calendar administrator the 
ability to load background images for the calendar.  We have provided a link to maintain 
background images.  Once this has been selected you will enter the background uploads 
screen. 

If you are using background images, the background image will not display if your are 
using the cell background color.  Remove the cell background color to enable the 
background images. 

Our default background gallery has 5 images, if you do not want to use these images 
simply select delete.  We have provided an Image Gallery with additional pics and tile 
images for you to choose from.  There are landscapes, sports, textures, watercolours and 
wildlife.  If you want to add your own background images you simply browse your 
computer and upload. 

You can only have 10 images and they have to be in jpeg or gif format.  We recommend 
for a full background image that it is 800 x 500 pixels with a 75 resolution.  If your images 
are too large it will take to long to load.  If you are using tile images they are generally 100 
x 100 pixels with a 75 resolution.  Please view some of the images in our Image Gallery to 
get ideas for the size and effects that are used. 
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Event Maintenance 
This area of the main administration window is extremely vital for your event calendar.  
In this section you will; modify, delete, add, accept/cancel events. 

Maintain Calendar Events 
This section is for maintaining events that have been accepted 
or cancelled.  

Review Calendar Events 
This section is for reviewing requested events.  With the right 

controls set during the calendar 
maintenance (please refer to features section for setting the 
required controls). 

When calendar users request events (this feature has to be enabled) the administrator 
needs to approve or decline the event.   The ‘R-‘ would only show up if you have the 
show requests feature turned on.  (This is intended to be used in an “Intranet” 
environment). 
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FIGURE 1.1 this is a snapshot of what your calendar would look like with a requested event, notice the R-test on the 21st. 

Event Detail Maintenance 
By selecting Review Calendar Event, this will take you into the Event Request Review 
window. From here you can see the event that was requested on the 21st of June 2001, 
showing on your calendar with R-test, you now have 3 options from here; add new 
events, edit existing or new requests, or delete items.  The delete items feature is how you 
would remove past events.  

There are 4 primary fields in the Event Detail Maintenance window; Event Start Date, 
Event End Date, Event Short Description (this field is displayed on the calendar day cell) 
and Event Long Description.  If no start or end time is entered the calendar recognizes 
this as an all day event. 

 

By selecting edit you will be taken into the Event Detail Maintenance window, to view all 
of the details of this event. 

Event Detail Maintenance 
The Event Detail Maintenance window is for the administrator to modify, accept, cancel 
or change event information. 

Application ID 
This is the name that was assigned to you when you entered the information to set up 
your calendar. This field cannot be changed. 

If you would like to add a link to your web page for others to see your calendar or if you 
want to return to your calendar simply enter http://calendar.techsys.tv/?appid=enter 
your appid that you were assigned. ie http://calendar.techsys.tv/?appid=mary2 
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Event Start Date 
This is the date your event starts.  The end date may be the same date as the start date.  If 
you have a different from and to date, the calendar will show the event in each cell for the 
complete date range. 

Event End Date 
This is the date your event ends. The end date may be the same date as the start date. 
If you have a different from and to date, the calendar will show the event in each cell for 
the complete date range. 

Create One Event Per Day 
Create one event record per day or use the same event record for each day. 
One event per day is used when there is no set weekly pattern or the details for each day 
vary. 

Weekly Pattern 
This may be used when an event spans over multiple weeks but does not include each 
day of the week. 

Event Start Time 
This is the start time of the event and must be entered using the 24-hour clock method. ie 
hours: minute’s 08:00 would be 8:00 am.  

Event End Time 
This is the ending time of the event and must be entered using the 24-hour clock 
method. ie hours: minute’s 08:00 would be 8:00 am. 

Event Short Description 
This is a short description for an event and should be 3 -4 words this will shows up on the 
cell of the event calendar. 

Accept Event 
This field is only accessible by the administrator, to accept or deny events. If an event is 
accepted it will show on the calendar, if it is denied it will not show. 

Notify Subs 
This field is only accessible by the administrator.  If this is set to 'yes' and the calendar 
master has the 'email subscriptions' feature turned on, anyone subscribing to this calendar 
will get a notification of an event change via email. 

Full Event Description 
This is used for a full description of the event and can be as much of a description as you 
want. 

Event Long Description 
The event long description shows when you hover over top of the event short 
description on the calendar. 

Status 
This field is for the administrator to select if a particular event is scheduled or cancelled. 
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Address Line 1 
This field is used to put the street address of the event. 

Address Line 2 
This field is used for the street address if more than one line is required. 

City 
This field is for the city that the event is taking place. 

Province 
This field is for the Province that the event is taking place. 

Postal Code 
This field is for the Postal Code. 

Country 
This field is for the country that the event is taking place. 

Location Details 
This field is for exact details of the location and how to get there. 

Contact First Name 
This field is for the contact information, first name of contact. 

Contact Last Name 
This field is for the contact information, last name. 

Contact Phone 
This field is for the contact phone number. 

Alternate Phone 
This field is for the contact phone number if alternative to the previous field. ie, 
pager/cell. 

Contact Fax 
This field is for the contact fax number. 

Email Address 1 
This field is for an email address. 

Email Address 2 
This field is for an email address, if more than one email address is being used. 

Price Text 
This field is for the cost of the event if any, you may want to show a pricing structure, 
children, adults, senior, family rates, etc. 
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User Links 
This area of the main administration window is designed to allow users to open their 
calendar and change the administrator password. 

Calendar Application 
This will open your calendar in a new window.  

Change Password 
This section allows the administrator to change his/her 
password. 

Help 
This area of the main administration window is designed to give the a dministrator help 
and guidance with functionality and usability of the calendar application. 

FAQ 
Frequently Asked Questions. 

CalAppz User Manual 
This hyperlink will take you into a 
new window to down load the 

user manual in PDF format and you require Adode Acrobat 
Reader. 

By entering into the FAQ window you can search for information on:  Calendar 
Administration, Calendar Configuration, Calendar Event Maintenance, Calendar 
Features, Calendar Reporting or by key word.  There is a feature within the FAQ window 
that allows users to email a question to the Calendar Administrator. 

Please note that we have added help all through the calendar maintenance to assist the 
administrator in configuring  the calendar. 
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HTML Samples and Explanations of use 
We are providing the following as a basic guide to HTML, these tags can be used when 
adding events to your calendar (please refer to the last page for a sample of an event that 
uses html coding). 

Now we are going to start talking about HTML tags. A tag will always begin with a less 
than sign, like this: <. The tags will end with a greater than sign, like this: >. An example 
would be the tag used to underline text, <U>.  You would place this before the text you 
want to underline.  This is called an opening tag,  which begins the operation you wish to 
perform.  In order to end the underlining,   you must use a closing tag.  A closing tag will 
always be the same as the opening tag, but will have a forward slash before the 
command, like this: </U>   .  So, if you would like to underline the phrase "HTML 
Rules!",  you would write the following in your text editor:  

<U>HTML Rules!</U>  

The result of this would be:  

HTML Rules!  

Not all tags will require a closing tag.  An example would be the image tag, which will 
place an image on the page.  It looks like this:  <IMG SRC="myimage.gif">  .  This is 
just an example of a tag that requires no closing tag to follow it.  Other examples would 
be a line break: <BR> ,  a horizontal line: <HR> , and a paragraph: <P> .  

Also, you do not need to capitalize the tags. <P> is the same as <p>. You can also use as 
much space between things as you like. So: 
 
<U>   Underline Me!    </U> 
 
Is the same as: 
 
<U>Underline Me!</U> 
 
Is the same as: 
 
<U> 
Underline Me! 
</U> 

Okay, it's time to start making our text appear in different ways. Let's start by giving you 
some tags to work with:  

<B></B>   This is the tag for bold text.  
Example:  
<B>Howdy</B>  
This will show up on your page like this:  
Howdy  
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Here are a few more to start working with:  

<U></U> Underline text  
<U>Underline Me!</U>  
Underline Me!  

<I></I> Italics  
<I>Isn't this fun?</I>  
Isn't this fun?  

<STRIKE></STRIKE>  
<STRIKE>You're Out!</STRIKE>  
You're Out!  

<CENTER></CENTER>  
<CENTER>This centers text on the page</CENTER>  

This centers text on the page 

Having fun yet?  You can also use more than one tag at a time.  Let's say you wanted 
something in bold and italics.  To do this, just place both opening tags before the 
text.....and remember to close both tags afterwards....like this:  

<B><I>I am bold AND Italic, which makes me cool!</I></B>  

This will show up like this:  

I am bold AND Italic, which makes me cool!  

Does the order of the tags make a difference? In this case, it wouldn't matter which way 
you opened and closed the tags.  However, working from inside out will help you see 
your code better, and will help when the order does matter! (such as placing the 
</HTML> tag before the </BODY> tag). Here's another way to look at working 
inside out. I could write the HTML this way:  

<B>  
       <I>  
             I am bold AND Italic, which makes me cool!  
        </I>  
</B>  

This could get rather tedious. All you need to remember is that the text you have written 
is affected by every tag before it that has not been closed. The effect ends when each one 
of those tags is closed by it's closing tag.  

So lets try three things: Bold, Italic, and underline!  

<B><I><U>Would you stop tagging me!</B></I></U>  
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This will give us:  

Would you stop tagging me!  

But this:  

<U><I><B>Would you stop</B></I>tagging me!</U>  

would give us this!  

Would you stop tagging me!  

As you can see, the bold and italics were closed before the word "tagging"....but the 
underline remained open until the end of the exclamation.  This caused the "tagging me!" 
portion to be underlined, while not being affected by the bold or italics tags!   

Now let's use the center tag from above. Since the default alignment of everything is to 
the left, it's nice to have a way to place things in the center of the page. So let's do just 
that. Use the <CENTER> tag. Anything you place between the <CENTER> and 
</CENTER> tags will be centered on the page. Here is an example:  

<CENTER>I'm in the middle!</CENTER>  

This will give us the following:  

I'm in the middle! 

You can also use it with one or more of the other tags above, like this:  

<CENTER><B><I>Look at me now!</I></B></CENTER>  

Look at me now! 

These tags are good for creating titles or section headings.  Here are some examples:  

<H1>Large Heading!</H1>  will give us:  

Large Heading!  

<H2>Heading 2</H2>  

Heading 2  

<H3>Heading 3</H3>  

Heading 3  

<H4>Getting Small</H4>  

Getting Small 
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<H5>Smaller Still...</H5>  

Smaller Still... 

<H6>You must have good vision...</H6>  

You must have good vision... 

O.K.,  I think you get the idea here.  Now let's move on to a line break.  The tag for a line 
break is <BR>.  When you insert this tag in your document, the contents will go to the 
next line.  The <BR> tag does not need a closing tag afterward.   Here is an example:  

End this line now!!<BR>Thanks!  

This will generate the following:  

 

End this line now!!  
Thanks!  

 

Basically, a line break is like hitting the "enter" key when you are writing text. The 
browser will not go to the next line until it runs out of space, or sees a tag that will force it 
to the next line. So typing the following in your text editor will display only one line of 
text in the browser:  

Hello,  
I want  
a new line.  

This gives us:  

 

Hello, I want a new line.  

 

To make the text move to the next line, use your <BR> tag from above:  

Hello,<BR>  
I want<BR>  
a new line.  

Now this will do what we wanted it to:  
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Hello,  
I want  
a new line.  

 

Now,  let's move on to the paragraph tag, <P>.  This tag will skip a vertical space after 
going to the next line, as though you had typed <BR> twice.  This tag is good for 
skipping a line quickly and for knowing where you wanted a new paragraph to begin.  
How about an example? Well, O.K.:  

This is some cool stuff.  
<BR>  
This is the next line.  
<P>  
This is a new paragraph.  Is this cool or what?  

This will give us the following:  

 

This is some cool stuff.  
This is the next line.  

This is a new paragraph.  Is this cool or what?  

 

The paragraph tag does not require a closing tag,  but if you'd like to add one for your 
own reference,  you place a </P> where you would like the paragraph to end, like this:  

<P>  
This paragraph needs a visual ending!  
</P>  
<P>  
Here is a new paragraph....<BR>  
and the end.  
</P>  

This will give you the same thing as using just the opening <P> tags, like this:  

<P>  
This paragraph needs a visual ending!  
<P>  
Here is a new paragraph....<BR>  
and the end.  
   
Both of these will give you this:  
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This paragraph needs a visual ending!  

Here is a new paragraph....  
and the end. 

Okay, now we want to see how to change the font size. This is done with 
the following tag:  

<FONT SIZE="x">text to change</FONT>  

"x" will be replaced by a number with a + or - sign in front of it.  So let's 
say you wanted to make the font larger.  You can use the tag with a +2, like 
this:  

<FONT SIZE="+2">I'm a big sentence now!</FONT>  

This will give us the following:  

 

I'm a big sentence now!   

 

Likewise,  you can make the font smaller in the same way, using the - sign:  

<FONT SIZE="-2">Hey, I'm Small!</FONT>  

Will give us this:  

 
Hey, I'm Small!   

 

Here are some more size examples for you:  

<FONT SIZE="+4">Hey There</FONT>  

Hey There  

<FONT SIZE="+3">Hey There</FONT>  

Hey There  

<FONT SIZE="+2">Hey There</FONT>  

Hey There  

<FONT SIZE="+1">Hey There</FONT>  
Hey There  
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<FONT SIZE="-1">Hey There</FONT>  
Hey There  

<FONT SIZE="-2">Hey There</FONT>  
Hey There  

<FONT SIZE="-3">Can you read this?</FONT>  
Can you read this?  

   Now, suppose you want to change the font color. This is done in much 
the same way. Here is the tag:  

<FONT COLOR="color">  

We replace the word color with a color name or the hexadecimal color 
value. We recommend using the hexadecimal value and not the color tag as 
some browser’s will not recognize the color tag and may not display it 
properly.  Let's do one using the color name to begin:  

<FONT COLOR="red">I'm red!</FONT>  
I'm red!  

Now let's use the hexadecimal value for red.  The hexadecimal 
representation begins with a # sign and is followed by six letters and/or 
numbers.  Here is the example:  

<FONT COLOR="#FF0000">I'm red!</FONT>  
I'm red!  

That is a # sign, two F's and four zeros.  Usually it's easier to remember the 
color names,  but you may want to have the hex code for more complicated 
colors.  

Now suppose you want to change the size AND the color. To do this, you 
can use two FONT tags and remember to close them both, like this:  

<FONT SIZE="+2"><FONT COLOR="gold">I am 
gold!</FONT></FONT>  

I am gold!  

Also, you can use the SIZE and COLOR declarations inside the same tag, 
and close only one tag. This is done like this:  

<FONT SIZE="+2" COLOR="gold">I am gold!</FONT>  

I am gold!  

So, have you been wondering how to add an extra space on your page, or how to get a 
copyright symbol to show up? Then let's see how right now! Special characters are placed 
on your page by using a special reference to the character you want to use. The reference 
will begin with an ampersand (&), will be followed by some text or numbers, and end 
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with a semicolon (;) . So as an example, let's say you wanted to place an extra space 
between two words. To do this, you place the reference &nbsp; where you would like to 
add the extra space. Here is what you would do:  

Hello &nbsp;there!  

This gives us two spaces between "Hello" and "there!", like this:  

Hello  there!  

The first space is added just using the "space" bar on the keyboard. The web browser will 
see the first space, but after that additional spaces will make no difference-- you will only 
see one space in the browser. By adding the &nbsp; reference, we forced the browser to 
add an extra space between the two words. You can add as many spaces as you would 
like by repeating the &nbsp; reference, like this:  

Hello &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;There!  

This will create the first space, and 4 additional spaces between the two words, for a total 
of five spaces. It will be displayed like this:  

Hello     There!  

The other one we will discuss is the copyright symbol. You use it the same way as an 
extra space, by placing its reference where you would like to see the symbol on the page. 
The reference for a copyright symbol is &copy;. Here's an example:  

This page Copyright &copy; 2001 by me!  

This page Copyright © 2001 by me!  

This will work the same way for any special character you want to use. 
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Here is a list of special characters. 

Character  Representation  

Non-Breaking Space  &nbsp;  

"  &quot;  

<  &lt;  

>  &gt;  

&  &amp;  

©  &copy;  

®  &reg;  

¢  &cent;  

°  &deg;  

²  &sup2;  

»  &raquo;  

«  &laquo;  

¼  &frac14;  

½  &frac12;  

¾  &frac34;  

±  &plusmn;  

ü  &uuml;  

Ø  &Oslash;  

¡  &iexcl;  

ñ  &ntilde;  

 

All right, it's time to learn how to link to another page. So let's start out by 
seeing what tag we use for linking:  

<A HREF="http://www.someplace.com">Display Text</A>  

The A stands for anchor, and the HREF=" " is asking for a location to link 
to. The </A> is the closing tag. The text between the tags is what will show 
up on your web page as a link. So, if you would like to link to our site, you 
would place our url, or net address, inside the quote marks. Our url is 
http://www.techsys.tv, so to create a link to us, place this command on the 
page where you would like the link to show up:  

<A HREF="http://www.techsys.tv">TechSys Communications Ltd</A>  

It will show up on your page like this:  

TechSys Communications Ltd  
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Event Detail Maintenance  

Notes:  

1. An Asterix (*) denotes a required field.  

2. The 'Event Short Description' field is displayed in the calendar day cell.  

 
Application 

ID  caldemo3  Post Maintain Copy
 

 
Event Start 

Date 
*   4/6/2001   

Event End 
Date 

*   5/5/2001   

Create one 
event per 

day? 
    

Weekly 
pattern         

S M T W T F S 
Enter the weekly pattern this event  

will be subject to (if applicable) 
 

Event Start 
Time   00:00   

Event End 
Time   00:00   

Event 
Short 

Description *   Gold Mtn Guest   

Accept 
Event?  Yes  
Notify 
Subs??  No  

Full Event 
Description  

 

<B>Granville Island Stage<BR></B>
Gold Mountain Guest<BR>
A west coast turn-of-the century drama

  

Event 
Long 

Description *  

 

The Theatre Package - Retreat to our Island in the 
middle of the city!
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Status 
 Scheduled  

Address 
line 1     

Address 
line 2     

City 
    

Province 
    

Postal 
Code     

Country 
    

Location 
Details  

   

Contact 
First Name     

Contact 
Last Name     

Contact 
Phone     

Alternate 
Phone   111 111 1111   

Contact 
Fax     

Email 
Address 1     

Email 
Address 2     

Price Text 
 

 

<p align="center"><i>Just minutes from downtown 
but a world away from the
        bustle of the city!</i></p>
        <p align="center">
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  Post Maintain Copy
 
 

Copyright © TechSys Comunications Ltd., All Rights Reserved.  
 


